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The following are guidelines. They are not always straightforward to follow, and like all rules, are made to
be broken. However, you should do your best to follow them as in 99% of cases they will improve your codes
readability and maintainability. In certain cases, you may find that a deviation from the rules is good, and
it will take some time to develop a personal “style” of coding. It is good to practice following guidelines
though even if you don’t always agree with them, as many software development jobs or other group work,
for example, will require you to stick to the same convention. (The reason for this is if you and I have the
same conventions, it will make it much easier to read and understand each others code. Why is this useful?
Well, it means when I go on vacation and your boss orders you to fix the bug that I created, you can actually
understand my code.)

Input / output

• Output should be nicely spaced and easy to understand. In particular, the user of your program should
be able to understand the output without having to look at the source code of your program. When
you are designing a program, you should always think of the stupidest most computer illiterate person
you know, and assume that they are the user of the program. For each value you display, you should
display a short message which explains briefly the meaning of this value.

• Before your program reads a value from the keyboard, it should display a prompt describing what the
user is required to enter, the meaning of this value, which values are acceptable, and/or which values
are illegal.

Identifiers: Variable, method, and class names

• Identifiers for variables and helper methods you write (that is, those whose implementation is not
required by the assignment specification) should be as meaningful as possible and follow the standard
upper-case/lower-case conventions. That is:

– Variable names must be entirely in lower-case, except for the first letter of each word in the
variable name other than the first word; those letters must be upper-case letters.

– Method names must follow the same convention as variable names. In addition, the first word in a
method name should be a verb. Examples: execute(), isCalculationComplete(), getThisVariable().

– Class names must be entirely in lower-case, except for the first letter of each word in the class
name, including the first word, which must be upper-case letters. Examples: Example, MyClass,
MyOtherClass.

– Constant names must be entirely in upper-case. There must be one underscore ( ) between the
last letter of a word within a constant name and the first letter of the next word within that
constant name. Examples: CONSTANT, ANOTHER CONSTANT, YET ANOTHER CONSTANT.
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• You MUST follow the method signature contracts described in the assignment specification for each
required method’s access modifier, return type, name (including case-sensitivity) and order and types
of the parameters it accepts; in other words, if the assignment specification asks you to write the body
of a method with signature public void myMethod(int i, double d), then the method you write
MUST be public, return void, be called myMethod (mymethod, MYMETHOD, or any other name is NOT
acceptable), and accept as parameters an int and a double in that order. This requirement is imposed
in order to allow instructors and graders to develop programs which call methods that you write, such
as automated testing programs used to assist in the grading of student submissions.

• Likewise, and for the same reasons, you MUST follow the class name contracts described in the
assignment specification, including case-sensitivity. For example, if the assignment specification asks
you to write a class called MyClass, the class you write MUST be named MyClass; it MUST NOT
be named myclass, MYCLASS, or any other name.

• Only declare variables your program actually uses.

• Each variable should be created for a reason. Whatever this reason is, should be included in the name
of the variable. danSucks is not a good variable name as looking at that, one has no idea what the
programmer is trying to do with the variable. However, theListOfReasonsThatDanSucks is a good
(if depressing) variable name, as anyone looking at that can conclude exactly what is stored in that
variable.

• Do NOT use the same variable for different purposes. This goes hand in hand with the previous
comment. Since a variable gets its name from its purpose, you shouldn’t use the same variable for two
different purposes as the name will be wrong. If you change your mind, you should create a variable
theListOfReasonsThatDanDoesNotSuck

• Regarding variable identifier length: It is better to be more descriptive than less. For example, if you
need a few words to describe your variables purpose, do so. If you can, keep it short and compact, but
don’t do so at the expense of clarity. theListOfReasonsThatIHateDanAndAlsoCompTwoOhTwoSoMuch
is probably too long.

General Advice on Variables

Variables can be used for several purposes. The main purpose is to make your code easier to understand
and thus less error-prone.

Here are some ways variables make code easier to understand. You should keep these in mind when creating
a variable. If your variable does not accomplish at least one of these, then you may be making your code
less readable by using it.

1. To store a partial result of a computation: This one is fairly straightforward. If you have a very
complex expression, using a variable allows you to break the expression into multiple pieces.

2. The variable name can make it more obvious what you are doing:

double y = 32.0;
double x = (y - 32.0) * 5.0 / 9.0;

In the above example, it is not obvious what the code does. If we use better variable names, we can
make it more obvious.

double degreesInCelcius = 32.0;
double degreesInFahrenheit = (degreesInCelcius - 32.0) * 5.0 / 9.0;

In some cases, you may find you introduce a variable just so that you can describe what the line is for.
In other cases, you may find a comment is useful to serve that purpose.
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3. Loops and other iterations: A variable is used to keep track of how many times a certain operation
has been performed or iterate over an array.

This list is not exhaustive, but these are the primary reasons.

Placement of variables

There is some debate over the best placement of variables. This is a judgement call. Many people prefer to
declare all variables at the top of the method that they are being used in. However, I feel this is not the
best way to go. Variables should be declared as close to when they are used as possible. Here is an example
illustrating the problem with declaring all variables at the top of your code:

int x;

//......10 lines of code here that have nothing to do with x

System.out.println(x);

Someone looking at the above code, would not be able to tell quickly whether x was inialized to anything
or not. You may know that the code in between does not affect x, but the reader does not. Better would
be:

//......10 lines of code here that have nothing to do with x

int x;
System.out.println(x);

Now it is clear, looking at your code that x is not initialized and will cause a compiler error. Similar reasoning
applies when setting variables.

int x = 0;

//......10 lines of code here that have nothing to do with x

System.out.println(x);

Here it is not clear whether x actually has the value 0 or not. Someone looking at the code quickly would
not know whether the 10 lines of code in between change the value of x. However, if we change it to:

//......10 lines of code here that have nothing to do with x

int x = 0;
System.out.println(x);

Now it is obvious that x has the value of 0 when it is printed.

Another problem can happen when you separate variables being set from being used. Consider the following
example:

int x;
int y;

x = 0;
y = 0;

System.out.println(x);
System.out.println(y);
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Notice how the references to x and y are “mingled” This can lead to errors as you have to consider both the
variables x and y at the same time—despite the fact that there is no relationship between them. In addition,
anyone trying to create a method based on the fact that these commands look so similar, would not be able
to do so easily. Much better to write is

int x = 0;
System.out.println(x);

int y = 0;
System.out.println(y);

Now, anyone looking at the code knows that y is not looked at until the 2nd part. In addition, it will now
be easy to define a method using a value instead of x or y.

Scope of variables and access modifiers

• Unless otherwise specified, all instance variables must be private, all required methods must be
public, and all helper methods (methods you write but are not required by the assignment specifica-
tion) should be private. Do not forget that not explicitly specifying an access modifier defaults to an
access modifier which is neither public nor private.(This only applies on assignments after we have
talked about object-oriented programming)

• All variables should be declared in the most restrictive scope possible. In particular, a variable which is
used to store intermediate values within a method and whose value is no longer needed once a method
returns MUST be declared as a local variable, and NOT as an instance or class variable. The reason
for this guideline is to keep the variable out of scope when it is no longer needed. This makes it easier
to keep track of what is going on in your program, as there are fewer variables running around.

• Instance variables should be used only to store part of the state of an object. (Again this only applies
after we have talked about object oriented programming)

General Advice on Methods

There are also many guidelines to follow for methods. In addition to the naming ones above, here are some
guidelines to follow in order to help you reduce errors.

There are several reasons for creating a method. Among them are:

• Code readability : Creating a method with a good name can serve the same effect as adding a variable
with a good name. For example:

double degreesInCelcius = convertToCelcius(32.0);

is more clear to someone who doesn’t know temperature conversions than

double degreesInCelcius = 32.0 * (9.0 / 5.0) + 32.0;

• Encapsulation and hiding/isolating tricky parts of your code. This is a key and difficult concept. When
you write a good method, you can put all of the tricky parts of certain code inside a method. Once
you test this method well the first time, you can then make sure you never modify that method. As
long as the method stays the same, then any other uses of the code are the same. For example, if the
Java JDK decided to add an additional method to the Math library, they would not need to retest any
of their existing methods, since they didn’t change that code at all.

• Avoiding code duplication. If you find yourself repeating the same computation(s) over and over again,
and writing the same code many times, then a method is excellent for reducing this extra code.
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• Avoiding other methods being too long. If you find that 1 method is very long (for example more than
15 lines), then it is good to split it up into several methods. This will make sure that your code is easy
to understand.

• Reducing errors: This is related to the above issues. Since you now have several methods, each of
which have individual, separate parts, you can test each one separately and verify easily that it works.

An important guideline to follow in creating methods is that every method should have exactly one purpose.
Additionally, it should either return a value or do something (i.e. a side-effect such as printing). It is best
NOT to have the same method both print something (side effect) and return a value. It is better to have one
method compute the value of something and return it, and another method print something. This will make
it much easier to test your program and allow you to re-use the code you have written in the method.

Program Structure

• Good structure is important. You should decompose your methods into meaningful sub-methods
whenever this improves the clarity of your program. Also, you should avoid copying and pasting code
fragments if it is possible to turn them into a helper method. Copying and pasting code fragments
is a good way to introduce and error, and any time you find yourself doing this, you have a prime
candidate for creating a method.

• Code you submit MUST be indented in a systematic way that reflects how its statements are nested.
You will be taught in the lectures and/or in the tutorials how to properly indent your programs. You
can also consult the reference program for an example of how programs you submit should be indented.

The general rule is that every time you open a { you should then start a new line, and the indentation
will be over one level further. When you close the block of code using } , the closing } and all code
after that will go back to the prior level of indentation.

In this way, you can always find out quickly how many blocks deep your code is. If you are indented
4 levels over, then you be inside a block in a block in a block in a block. Note that some people prefer
to put the { on a line by itself and others put it right after the description of the block of code.

Other miscellaneous guidelines

• Your programs should separate user interface code (the code which handles input and output) from
application code (the code which actually performs the computations required by the assignment
specification). This is useful if you ever change your input to be processed in a different way.

• Loops should terminate as soon as possible; for example, a loop which verifies whether an array contains
a given value MUST stop as soon as it encounters that value, without looking at any further values
in the array.

• Nothwithstanding the previous point, the use of reserved words break and continue to control the
execution of loops is STRONGLY DISCOURAGED, as it makes the stopping condition of loops
unclear.

Documentation

• Each of your methods must be documented in such a way that a person who reads your code can
easily understand what a method does and how it does it (if a method is very simple, explaining the
algorithm behind it is not necessary). These explanations should take the form of comments inserted
either BEFORE the method.
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• Any piece of code that involves a complicated operation should have a brief comment before explaining
what the code does. Sometimes, you can make this more obvious by using a method name or variable
name wisely.

In general a good rule of thumb is the following:

1. All methods that are more than 1 line should have a comment before the method saying what they
are doing

2. All formulas should either:

(a) be part of a variable assignment that makes clear what they are doing. For example: double
degreesInFahrenheit = celcius * 9.5 / 5.0 -32.0;

In the above case, the comment is not really necessary as the variable name makes clear that you
are convering celcius to fahrenheit

(b) have a comment indicating the purpose of the computation. In fact, if I had to choose, I prefer
looking at method a) than b) (although both is of course fine as well). The reason is that comments
may not match the code.

Long, ugly code is definitely difficult to understand. Comments are just one way of many though to make
them more readable.
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